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You can't wait for summer! And neither can we. It's ripe and full of 
possibilities. Fuelled by a restless energy. What are you doing tomorrow? 

Where are you going to be? Maybe you're about to come up with the next 
big idea. It's interesting. It's exciting.

 
And it's that very energy that is infused in the new Spykar Holiday High and 

Safari Land Collections this season. From pastel shades to bold prints, 
lifestyle-inspired looks to hyperreal ones, brush strokes to wash experiments, 

this season, we are inspired by you.
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holiday high
glorious sunshine and exciting plans. And we have just the 

Collection to fuel your restless days. Wear summer on your sleeve 
this season.
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Denim Fever

(MSH-01-BJ-289) worn here with a low rise light blue 

Slogan Mania
Slogan t-shirts are guaranteed conversation starters. Say it all 
with this round neck typography print t-shirt (MKT-01BJ-008).
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Summer ready styles for the 
ones obsessed with denims. 

(MSH-01BJ-242) worn with a pair 
of black toned jeans. 
(M) Dark blue denim jacket 
(WJK-01BJ-004) worn with a 
toned denim skirt 
(WDSK-01BJ-007).
(R) Faded long summer shirt 
with spread out collar and chest 
pockets (MSH-01BJ-378) worn 
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summer mode on
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Summer Weight Polos

polo (MKT-01BJ-130) paired with raw blue denim 
(MYNR-01BJ-089) for an effortless spring wardrobe.

Buckle Up! Or don’t.

dark blue (WYNR-01AI-315) worn with a round neck white t-shirt 
inside (WKT-01BJ-004).
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Get spring ready in colors of 
the season. Dusty pink polo 
collor t-shirt (MKT-01BJ-180).

peppy pastel polos
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Sports luxe

blue sleeveless striped t-shirt (MKT-01BJ-122) layered with a 
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The Spring-Summer Short List
Spring on summer in style. Pastel pink t-shirt 
(WDSK-01BJ-002) layered with a white denim jacket 
(WJK-02BJ-005) worn with white shorts (WKT-01BJ-003).
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Embrace bold summer hues in 
sun-soaked t-shirts.
Casual round neck graphic t-shirt 
(MKT-01BJ-031) worn with a 

(MPRM-01BJ-149).

summer tints
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Safari Land
It's a jungle out there, and nothing says summer like the safari look. Bold 
and breezy, kitsch and playful, this inspired look is a favourite this time of 

the year. Perfect for your restless soul.
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Classic summer whites

shirt (MSH-01BJ-148).

Summer Safari Essentials

(ALI-01BJ-030). Fits any Jungle. Even the concrete ones.
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Dabble in prints Crop the summer in style
Black round neck crop top (WKT-01BJ-019) teamed with a pair 

summer ready!
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Minimal Prints
Stand out in minimal, animal print statement crop tops. Mid 

crop t-shirt (MKT-01BJ-014).

Crop it like it’s hot!

high rise denim (ELI-01BJ-008) worn with a round neck crop 
t-shirt (WKT-01BJ-013).
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Look like one in this olive green casual 

worn with a carbon black low rise 

Chequered fantasies
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denim (MACT-01BJ-139).

Checked Out!
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(MKT-01BJ-221) layered with a faded casual 
solid denim shirt (MSH-01BJ-378).

Denimite Duo
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